The limit sensitivity of interferometric gravitational wave antennas is set by the thermal noise in the dielectric mirror coatings. These are currently made of alternating quarter-wavelength high/low index material layers with low mechanical losses. The quarter-wavelength design yields the maximum reflectivity for a fixed number of layers, but not the lowest noise for a prescribed reflectivity. This motivated our recent investigation of optimal thickness configurations, which guarantee the lowest thermal noise for a targeted reflectivity. This communication provides a compact overview of our results, involving nonperiodic genetically-engineered and truncated periodically-layered configurations. Possible implications for the advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory (LIGO) are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Interferometric gravitational wave (GW) detectors like LIGO, 1 VIRGO, 2 GEO, 3 and TAMA 4 are very-long-baseline optical interferometers featuring multilayer dielectric mirrors. These consist of a suitable number of alternating layers of high-and low-refractive-index materials, successively grown by ion-sputtering starting off a substrate (the mirror body).
* Bulk (fused) SiO 2 (silica) is presently in use for the mirror body, in view of its very low thermal noise (TN); ionsputtered SiO 2 /Ta 2 O 5 (tantala) are used for the low-and high-index coating layers, in view of their mild mechanical and optical losses and good dielectric contrast. 5 The mirror reflectivity determines the cavity finesse (i.e., loosely speaking, the effective interferometer arm-length) and should be accordingly kept as high as possible. On the other hand, the overall limit sensitivity of the instrument is bounded by the noise floor, ** which, in the most interesting observational frequency band (between ∼30 and ∼300 Hz), is dominated by the Brownian TN of the mirror coating + (internal friction in the coating layers), in all presently operating (and possibly future) interferometers. 7, 8 All interferometers presently in operation use quarter-wavelength (QWL) coating designs, which are known (Bragg theorem) to be optimal, in the sense that they yield the largest reflectivity for any fixed number of layers (or, equivalently, the smallest number of layers for any prescribed reflectivity). However, QWL coatings do not yield the minimum TN for a prescribed reflectivity, and hence are not optimal for GW interferometers, where the quantity that should be maximized is the visibility distance of the instrument. This paper addresses the above optimization problem, and is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline our working model for the multilayer mirror reflectivity and TN. In Section 3, we present several examples of optimized coatings, starting from nonperiodic genetically-engineered configurations and subsequently focusing on periodic stacked-doublet multilayers (with possible tweaking of the terminal layers), and compare them with the standard QWL syntheses. Conclusions and recommendations follow in Section 4.
BACKGROUND

Multilayer Coating Reflectivity
We consider a planar multilayer dielectric coating composed of stacked homogeneous layers illuminated by a normallyincident plane wave, with implied time-harmonic dependence ( ) exp t ιω . The transmission matrix for the m-th dielectric layer, relating the (complex) electric and magnetic field amplitudes E and H at its terminal planes, labeled by suffixes m and m + 1, can be written as 
where m δ and m n denote the phase thickness and refraction index of the layer, respectively, and 0 0 0 Z µ ε = is the vacuum characteristic impedance. The input reflection coefficient of the multilayer is obtained by chain-multiplying the transmission matrices of its layers, starting from the substrate surface (where
, S n being the substrate refractive index), so as to obtain the input impedance i Z of the coating at mirror-vacuum interface (m=1). The reflection coefficient is then simply
The above formalism can be easily generalized to the case of oblique incidence, via the introduction of (polarizationdependent) "transverse" wave-impedances and refractive indexes 9 . For (truncated) periodic coatings made of cascaded identical cells, the transmission matrix describing the unit cell,
can likewise be written as the (ordered) product of the transmission matrices representing its component layers. For these configurations (see also Section 3.2 below), a major role is played by the eigenvalues of the above transmission matrix, which are most conveniently written as exponentials, i.e., 
where ξ is the Bloch characteristic exponent (BCE), 10 which is obtained by solving
In the absence of optical losses, this equation admits two (either real or purely imaginary) solutions differing only by sign. A lossless infinite periodic structure exhibits an infinite sequence of alternating frequency bands where propagation is either allowed (transmission-bands) or forbidden (reflection-bands, or band-gaps), according to whether its BCE is either purely imaginary or purely real. The larger |Re(ξ)|, the better will a (lossless) truncated-periodic coating made of cascaded identical cells behave as a mirror.
Coating Thermal Noise
The coating TN power spectral density (PSD) may be well approximated 11 by a weighted sum over the thicknesses of the two materials:
where ,
T S
S S are the total (physical) thicknesses of the high/low index coating materials, respectively, C is a (dimensional) constant, and γ is the ratio between their (specific) mechanical noises. Equation (6) can be obtained starting from the rigorous coating TN PSD representation obtained in Refs. 12,13. The specific noise ratio γ in (6) is also noted, mainly as an effect of more accurate numerical modeling. The value of γ to be used in (6) is thus rather uncertain. The results presented in this paper are based on the representative conservative assumption 10 γ = , for plain silica/tantala coatings.
OPTIMIZED COATINGS
Genetically-Engineered Configurations
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are credited as among the most robust and reliable no-derivative global-optimization tools available, for problems of moderate size (up to a few tens unknowns). 14 In particular, GAs allow:
-To accommodate multi-objective and/or multiple constraint prescriptions, even non-differentiable ones, combining continuous (e.g., the layers thicknesses) as well as discrete (e.g., the number of layers) optimization parameters; -To adopt a controlled ignorance attitude (using a minimum of a priori assumptions on the form of the sought solutions), and to obtain hints about this latter upon inspection of the outcomes.
GAs have proven as effective tools for synthesizing general (e.g., multi-dielectric) reflective coatings, featuring several heterogeneous (e.g., technological) design constraints, with multiobjective (e.g., multiple wavelength) optimization targets. 15 We implemented a GA engine based coating optimization (FORTRAN) code. The PIKAIA engine by P. Charbonneau 16 was chosen in view of its free availability, as well as its updated, flexible and well-documented architecture. 17 We performed a series of numerical experiments using the above GA code, first for the simplest case where the (absolute) reflection coefficient is maximized for a fixed number of layers, and a prescribed upper bound for the total amount of tantala in the coating (see, e.g., Fig. 1 and Table I) , and then for the more realistic case where the silica losses are taken into account and the overall noise is constrained instead. The following common features were observed in the genetically evolved "solutions":
-As the number of generations is increased, the centermost part of the GA-optimized coatings exhibits a neat tendency to become a cascade of almost identical doublets, whose (total) optical lengths cluster around / 2 λ ; -Sensible deviations from the above are mostly confined among the terminal coating layers; -The coating reflection coefficient is maximum when the whole allowed amount of tantala is used; -The number of generations needed for GA to "converge" is a steeply increasing functions of the problem size.
The above findings led us to investigate the performance of coatings composed of cascaded identical multiplets of relatively small size. Table I . Comparison between GA-optimized prototype in Fig. 1 and nearest QWL designs in terms of reflectivity (QWL1) or tantala content (QWL2).
Stacked Doublet Coatings
Stacked doublet coatings are the most natural generalization of the standard QWL designs. For optically lossless cascaded-multiplet coatings one can prove that the (absolute) coating reflection coefficient converges to unity as the total number of doublets increases without bound, irrespective of the refraction indexes of the terminating media (mirror substrate, vacuum), in the stop-bands of the single multiplet transmission matrix. The rate of this convergence is ruled by the BCE in (6) (the larger the BCE, the faster the convergence The last step in the algorithm, once S z and T z have been determined, consists of computing the overall multilayer reflectivity. A number of representative regions corresponding to possible doublet TN constraints (shaded areas), and a few constant BCE contours (squeezed ellipse-like curves) in the S z -T z plane are shown in Fig. 4 . The last step in the algorithm corresponds to finding the point on the (straight) borderline of the allowed TN region where the BCE is maximum, i.e., the BCE contour tangent to the TN borderline, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . This also corresponds to the point on that particular BCE contour featuring the minimum doublet TN, as can be seen from . The bullets and circles in Fig. 6 refer to the exact doublet optimization algorithm and approximate (thickness ratio optimized, doublet thickness = / 2 λ ) one, respectively. It is observed that the already mentioned uncertainty (assumed to be ±3% in Fig. 6 ) in the value of the specific noise ratio γ blurs the distinction between the full and approximate procedure.
Tweaked Cascaded-Doublet Configurations
The coating reflection coefficient can still be improved by tweaking the thickness of a few terminal layers, at the expense of a comparatively almost irrelevant raise in the coating TN. To explore this possibility, we used again our GA engine. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of tweaking the first (silica) and last (tantala) layer, for the special case of the minimum-noise 23-doublet 8.3 ppm mirror (the minimum noise point in Fig 6) . In this case, the transmissivity can be further reduced by some 10%, while increasing the TN by ~1%. Tweaking the next to first (respectively, last) terminal layer produces less dramatic improvements. Going beyond this stage does not seem to provide worthwhile improvements. † In the progress of this work we became aware 18 of a CSIRO proposal for using cascaded tantala/silica doublets with optical thicknesses of ( /8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper, the optimization of multilayer mirror coating for lowest noise at a prescribed reflectivity has been addressed. Brute force optimization based on evolutionary (genetic) algorithms suggested considering cascaded doublet designs. Tradeoff design curves in the form of reflectivity vs. TN curves have been obtained, whereby the optimum (optical) thicknesses of the doublet layers can be obtained. The main result obtained by applying the above design hints is a reduction of the coating TN of the order of 14% (assuming the specific noise ratio 10 γ = ) as compared to the standard QWL design, at transmissivity levels of the order of 10 ppm. Under the simplest assumptions where the GW sources are distributed homogeneously/isotropically throughout space, and their spectral power is essentially contained in the coating-noise dominated sensitivity band of the instrument, this would boost the event rate by some 25%. Similar figures 19 are obtained for the 1ppm AdvLIGO baseline design. 20, 21 The TN reduction is obtained at the expense of an affordable increase in the number of layers, entailing a reduction (increase) in the total amount of tantala (silica) used. The related power absorption, frequency and polarization response, as well as the effects of random errors in the dielectric layer thicknesses and in the measured silica/tantala mechanical loss angles were also investigated. 19 These results, in parallel with the development of novel materials (titanium-doped tantala) featuring lower mechanical and optical losses, are currently being used in the fabrication of prototypes (in collaboration with the CNRS Laboratoire des Matériaux Avancés, Lyon, France). Direct TN measurements are planned with the Thermal Noise Interferometer (TNI) at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA, as a collaboration with the LIGO Lab. 
